6th Gup, DEPUTY GREEN BELT

Student’s Name______________________________________

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Must be a member in good standing of the E.H.A.
2. Minimum of 25 classes prior to grading

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge of the origins of Hapkido
2. Basic Terminology
1.

DAN JUN HO HUP (5)
HAND TECHNIQUES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Side hammer fist, reverse punch
Side sudo, palm strike
Double side sudo
Double side sudo, back sudo
Double punch, spin sudo

JOK SUL
1. Low/high ap chagi
2. Low/high yop chagi
3. Low/high dolyo chagi
4. Ap chagi to front/Dui chagi behind
5. Ap chagi/Yop chagi
6. Ap chagi/Dolyo chagi
7. Ap chagi to front/Yop chagi to side
8. Antari chagi/Yop chagi
9. Slip hook/roundhouse kick
Low sweep/twisting kick

HYUNG
1. Sun Bi Hyung

HO SHIN SUL
Bang Kwon Sul

1. Side step to outside in Kima Jasae, deflect punch with palm strike, double punch
to kidneys.
2. Side step to inside, vertical fist to solar plexus.
3. Avoid to outside, upper block and hammer fist to groin.
4. Step back on left and upper block with right, punch to face.
5. Avoid to outside, left downwards palm block and right ridge hand to throat.
6. Windmill block and sudo to back of neck.
7. Step to inside in Kima Jasae, block and sudo to neck, adjust stance and elbow to
face and stomach, back elbow to stomach.
8. Duck to outside and punch to ribs, turn and sudo to rib in x-stance and sudo to
neck.
9. Inner palm block on inside, back fist, punch to face, ridge hand.
10. Step to inside in kima jasae and sudo block with left and simultaneously sudo
strike to his arm with right, sudo to neck and morop chagi.
11. Side step to outside and palm block and elbow strike.
12. Dolyo chagi counter.
BAN JOK SUL
1. Ap chagi – Move to outside and forearm block, punch to kidneys.
2. Ap chagi – catch leg on inside and cut under knee with sudo.
3. Ap chagi – catch leg on outside and take down.
4. Ap chagi – catch leg on inside and take down.
5. Ap chagi – crane catch and kick under knee.
6. Yop chagi – step back in kima jasae and elbow strike to leg.
7. Yop chagi – butterfly catch, ankle twist and figure 4 leg lock.
8. Yop chagi – crane catch, knee to back of his knee.
9. Yop chagi – block on outside, grab pressure points at shoulder and pull down.

KYOK PA
Ap/Dolyo chagi
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